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1 Simplication can be a trap
For the purpose of communication, we try to reduce the complex into the simple. Instead of spelling it
out, we use shorthand. Simplication makes communication easier. However, simplication can also become
a trap into which we may fall if we forget that the original idea has been simplied for the purpose of
communication and is, in reality, more complex.

2 The Tools of Expression in A Unied Theory of a Law
The tools of expression in A Unied Theory of a Law consist of two (2) sentences, a command and a
permission, the two polarities of conduct, armative (a/k/a on) and negative (a/k/a) o, and the four (4)
tokens, duty, privilege, right and no-right. These six literary devices and two polarities are all that is needed
to talk about a law. They free the nut from the shell. Anything else is surplusage. Moreover, they belong
to a particular stage of the process of making a law. During FORMATION, the tools of expression are
the two sentences, a command and a permission. During INTRUSION, the tools of expression are two of
the four tokens, a duty and a privilege. During RECOGNITION, the tools of expression are two of the
four tokens, a right and a no-right. All of the tools of expression represent and express and stand for the
opinion that a lawmaker has formed at the three stages of the lawmaking process. However, they are not
the opinions themselves.

3 The Gap between the Tools of Expression and the Decisions themselves.

In FORMATION, the gap between the decision made by the lawmaker and the tools of expression
- a command and a permission - is nil. A command and a permission are the embodiment of the opinion
formed by a lawmaker at the FORMATION stage of the lawmaking process.
In INTRUSION and RECOGNITION, however, the gap is wider.
In INTRUSION a lawmaker picks one of the following permutations and rejects two:
1. A Lawmaker likes the ow of conduct, wants the Source to do the conduct, issues a command for
armative conduct and intrudes upon the Source's decision making process in an attempt to start the
ow of conduct by binding the command to the Source with a duty for armative conduct.
2. A Lawmaker is indierent about the conduct, doesn't care whether or not a Source does the Conduct,
issues a permission for armative or negative conduct andabstains from intruding upon the Source's
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decision making process letting the Source himself decide by binding the permission to the Source with
a privilege for either armative or negative conduct.
3. A Lawmaker dislikes the ow of conduct, does not want the Source to do the conduct, issues a command
for negative conduct and intrudes upon the Source's decision making process in an attempt to stop the
ow of conduct by binding the command to the Source with a duty for negative conduct.
The metaphor of weight has evolved to represent the three permutations of

INTRUSION:

1. The duty for armative conduct feels heavy to a Source (a command is a law that has weight),
2. TThe privilege for armative or negative conduct feels light to a source (a permission is a law that
lacks weight),
3. The duty for negative conduct feels heavy to a Source (a command is a law that has weight).

The tools by which we express the opinions of INTRUSION are the words, duty and privilege.
Duty is the shorthand for the two opinions to intrude and privilege is the shorthand for the opinion to abstain
from intruding.
In RECOGNITION a lawmaker picks one of the following permutations and rejects two:
1. A Lawmaker likes the ow of conduct, wants a Recipient to receive the conduct, issues a command for
armative conduct and recognizes a Recipient by binding the command to a Recipient with a right to
armative conduct
2. A Lawmaker is indierent about the conduct, doesn't care whether or not a Recipient receives the conduct, issues a permission for armative or negative conduct and abstains from recognizing a Recipient
by binding the permission to the Recipient with a no-right.
3. A Lawmaker dislikes the ow of conduct, does not want the Source to do the conduct issues a command
for negative conduct and recognizes a Recipient by binding the command to a Recipient with a right
to negative conduct.
The metaphor of standing has evolved to represent the three permutations of

INTRUSION:

1. A Recipient has standing, i.e. is visible, to the eyes of a lawmaker who has bound a right to armative
conduct to the Recipient (a command is a law that has standing),
2. A Recipient lacks standing, i.e. is invisible, to the eyes of a lawmaker who has bound a no-right to
either armative or negative conduct to the Recipient (a permission is a law that lacks standing),
3. A Recipient has standing, i.e. is visible, to the eyes of a lawmaker who has bound a right to negative
conduct to the Recipient (a command is a law that has standing).

The tools by which we express the opinions of RECOGNITION are the words, right and no-right.
Right is the shorthand for the two opinions to recognize and no-right is the shorthand for the opinion to
abstain from recognizing.

4 Do not get lost in Simplication
It is easier, when we communicate, to use the shorthand. The use of shorthand is valid provided we
do not forget that the shorthand merely represents and expresses and stands for the opinion formed by a
lawmaker and is not the opinion itself. Do not let the opinion of the lawmaker get lost in simplication.
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